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Historic Disturbance Timeline
Before the eruption of Taupo, 1800 years ago, the 
region is said to have been mostly beech forest, with 
around 600 years between disturbances. Post eruption, 
the region returned to forest in time for human arrival 
700 years ago. Since then, series of fires by people 
wanting to use the land for farming occurred until the 
1930s, reducing the forests to current remnants and 
turning the area into the scrub-, tussock-, and grass-
lands that defines the regions today, with smaller areas 
restricted by their age of disturbance and the natural 
hindrances, such as wind protection and altitude.
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Plot 1 - Open ground & scrub - Light burn in 1992.
Plot 2 - Medium scrub - Heavy burn around 1960.
Plot 3 - Tall scrub - since around 1900.
Plot 4 - Beech forest - succession since 180AD.
All plots are within reasonably close proximity and 
have similar geological and environmental effects.
Each Whittaker plot is 500m2, with six random 1m2 
plots and four corners going from 1m2 to 100m2. 
The 1m2 and 5m2 plots had percentage cover under-
taken, and the other areas were searched. 
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Conclusions and the Future
This project shows that there is a greater issue of inva-
sive species on more recently disturbed sites. This 
push away from the native forests has slowed down 
the natural regeneration time, with the invasive spe-
cies hindering succession (Rogers & Leathwick, 1996) 
and making the area more prone to future distur-
bances (Perry et al., 2014). Humans have caused this 
problem, and it is our problem to fix, whether that is 
through protecting the area from further disturbance, 
lowering the invasive impact, or planting to encour-
age succession, especially where seed sources are lim-
ited (in the centre of large burns, etc.). 
One large unknown factor in this study is the progres-
sion between Plots 3 and 4, where there are a couple 
of different stages that are missing.
Although the rugged landscape of tussocks and scrub 
are iconic to the Desert Plateau, I believe that we 
should be encouraging the natural progression back 
to forests, and not let tourist attraction allow us to 
forget about the priority of health in our ecosystems.

There are more invasive species at more re-
cently disturbed sites.
The 1985 site has the most invasive species, as well as 
the highest species richness, with the two middle sites 
having 3 and 4 invasive species, and the forest plot 
having just the potential of 1 (in this study, unspecified 
hairy rosettes were determined to be invasive). 
Although the 200m proximity of the 1985 and the 
1900 will likely have caused higher overlapping of seed 
sources and thus the increased species, both native and 
invasive, in the 1900 plot. 

Invasive species have a much greater influ-
ence on more recently disturbed sites.
As the total percentage cover increases, from 119% 
to 300% (which shows that there is more plant 
matter in the long-undisturbed plots), the percent-
age cover, and thus the contribution to the ecosys-
tem, of invasive species goes from 7.5% to 50%, and 
then down to 0%. This jump is because at the 1992 
burn there is very little overall vegetation, whereas 
at the 1960 site there is, and heather makes up a 
large amount of it. Error bars from st. dev. & est.

Size of succession
Stages of succession are shown in dominant species and vegetation height, with Plot 1 having low-lying shrubs 
(~20cm) and open ground. Plot 2 has medium-sized shrubs, mostly invasive heather (~50cm). Plot 3 is domi-
nated by large Dracophyllum bushes (~1.2m). Plot 4 is mountain beech (~15m) and Coprosma trees (~2m). This 
ongoing increase of height affects the entire ecosystem surrounding them, from soil to weather.
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Overview
This project was to study the local effects of disturbance. It developed into a timeline project that took four plots 
of different ecological to show the ongoing change of the area as it goes through succession post disturbance. It 
is an important project due to the increase of invasive species in the region, and to quantify the ongoing effects 
that humans have laid upon the Central Plateau with our heavy-handed use of fire.


